
FABRIC PROTECTION: 
An invisible barrier that prevents liquids from soaking in and ensures easy clean-up of spills. It pene-

trates individual fibres in the fabric to repel moisture and dirt and prevent permanent staining, while 

allowing the treated fabric to breathe. This treatment won’t change the colour or texture of the fabric or 

leave a residual odour.

LEATHER/VINYL PROTECTION: 
A penetrating conditioner that protects against cracking and hardening of leather or vinyl by locking in 

essential oils and pigments and screening against the sun’s powerful UV rays. The flat satin finish of a 

protected dashboard eliminates glare and reduces dust.

Rip, Tear or Burn Guarantee: An upgrade that guarantees against perforation due to accidental rips, 

tears or burns. It requires either Fabric or Leather/Vinyl Protection.

PAINT PROTECTION:

The sun's powerful UV rays will cause your vehicle or RV's paint to fade and the clear-coat finish on your 

vehicle or RV’s painted surface is uneven, allowing dirt, salt, pollutants, and moisture to get trapped. 

This can dull your vehicle or RV’s finish, ruin its look, and affect its resale value.

Platinum Shield Paint Protection is a long-lasting sealant that enhances the paint’s clear coating. It 

protects paint from fading by reflecting UV rays and its durable finish leaves the surface significantly 

smoother with no need for waxing.

An Environmental Paint Guarantee upgrade is available for vehicle plans which also protects against 

damage caused by acid rain, tree sap, and bird droppings.

INTERIOR PROTECTION

A driver’s spilled coffee or a child’s sloppy 

snack are mishaps you can almost always 

expect for your car or RV’s interior, but 

what about bigger messes and more 

unexpected mishaps? A cut from a 

hockey skate, or a tear from a forgotten 

object in your pocket? An accidental 

spray that stains your headliner? With 

Platinum Shield Interior Protection, you 

can get:


